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THEOREM 1. Let k be a field of characteristic 21~0, Cs an elliptic 
curve over k, and 010 E Endk(Co); the pair (CO, 010) can be lifted to charac- 
teristic zero in the following sense: there exists an integral characteristic 
zero domain R, a ring homomorphism R -+ k, an abelian scheme ?? over 
Spec (R), and LY E Ends(V) such that 
(u, @) @Rk = (CO, m). 
REMARK 2. In case k is algebraically closed the result is due to 
DEWRING (cf. [I], pp. 259-263). 
FACT 3. Let K be a field, C an elliptic curve over K such that 
2, g End&C) (and we then say C has complex multiplications over 9) ; 
then C can be defined over a finite extension of the prime field of K 
(cf. [8], p. 108 for the case char (K) =O; cf. [l], p. 220; cf. [5], theorem 
on p. 217; cf. [7], 3.2). 
LOCAL MODTJLI (4). Let k be a field, W a complete local noetherian 
ring with residue class field k; denote by C (or by Cw) the category of 
local artinian W-algebras R, with residue class field k as a W-algebra 
(e.g. cf. [6], Section 2). We fix CO, an elliptic curve over k, and 0~s E Endk(Cs), 
and define : .M is the local moduli fun&or given by CO, and I, E : C +- Ens 
are given by: 
I(R) = {II classes of (C, D, 01, ~o)jC and D are abelian schemes over 
Spec (R), 0~: A +- B is an isogeny such that 
~10: ((A --% B) 8 k) = (ao : Co --f Co)}; 
E(R) = {- classes of (C, LX, ~a)] C is an abelian scheme over Spec (R), 
OL E End&C) and ~0: ((C, a) @I k) Z (CO, a~)}. 
We know that M is pro-representable by W[[T]] (cf. [6], Theorem (2.2.1)), 
and it is easily seen that E and I are pro-representable and E C 1 C M x M, 
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thus (cf. [6], exercise on page 285): 
Note that 
~ml/~ = W[iT, ~ll/((~ - 8) + a). 
Now suppose moreover W is an integral characteristic zero domain. 
LEMMA 5. The conclusion of the theorem holds if and only if 
r,+fi. 
PROOF. In case 0~0 E Z=Q n Endk(Co) the conclusion of the theorem 
is true (because CO can be lifted to characteristic zero), and b= 0. Thus 
suppose 010 6 Z. Consider the prime decomposition of the radical of b : 
p1 n . . . nz+=l/b 
(note that W, and hence W[[U]] is noetherian) ; because I, # Ire, at least 
one of these prime ideals (call it p) does not contain p; then R: = [[U]]/p 
is a characteristic zero local integral domain; its residue class field is k 
because: $I is contained in the maximal ideal of W[[U]], thus p @I k is 
contained in the maximal ideal of k[[U]] ; because 010 $ Z we know by 
fact (3) that b #0 ; thus p @ k = U . k[[ U]]. By the definition of E and its 
pro-representing object W[[U]]/b th e conclusion of the theorem follows. 
Note that it suffices to prove the theorem for separable isogenies (in 
case 010 is not separable, /3e = 1 +oro is separable, lift /30 to j3, and define 
OL= /l- 1). For W we choose W = W,(k), the ring of Witt vectors of infinite 
length over k. Suppose there exists an integer n > 2 such that pn-i E b ; 
then 
p-1 E a+ (T-S), 
and we are going to derive a contradiction; from now on we suppose 
@.o 6 z. 
Take %, the universal deformation in characteristic p of CO, thus V is 
a formal abelian scheme of relative dimension one over k[[ U]] = k[[T]] ; 
by EGA.IV4.18.1.2 there exists an &ale finite group scheme JY -+ %? 
over k[[T]] such that 
(N G U) @ k=Ker (a~); 
we define g=$?/Jr/-, and the quotient morphism V -+ 9 is an isogeny IX 
lifting 010, thus oc defines an element of the functor I; because k[[T, S]] 
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pro-represents I, we thus obtain a homomorphism of complete local rings 
dT=T, so that (U, 9, a) comes from the universal object over k[[T, S]] 
via d; note that (c%)(O) = 0. Moreover note that d(S) #T (use or0 $ Z and 
the fact 3). Fix an integer m so that 
define 
T $ dS (mod Tm), 
and write 
M:=l+m(l+p+...+$+), 
Rl:=k[T]/(TM), Rt: = Wr(R1) 
(Witt vectors of length i > 1 over RI) ; RI is a local artin ring with residue 
class field k, and the same holds for the rings Rg (e.g. use [3], page 132, 
Theorem 12). Let Ci = Q @ RI, lift Ci in some way to C, over R, ; let 
Ni=N @ RI, lift this to I?,, C; C,, over R, (cf. EGA.IV4.18.1.2), and 
define D, : = C, ; the isogeny 0, + D, is a lift of occ to R,,, thus we obtain 
WV’, fill+-+ Rn 
I I al 
W’s #II- RI 
with d,(a) = 0. Because we assumed pn-1 E a+ (T -rS), there should exist 
i7 E W[[T, S]] with (p-I-H(T -8)) E a, which however is a contra- 
diction because of: 
LEMMA 5. Notations as before, i.e. k is a field, char (k) =p, n> 2, m > 0, 
H=l+m(l+p+...+p+a), T-dfl=:ul $ OmodTm; thentheredoesnot 
exist h E Rn= Wn(Rl) such that hu,=pn-l, Un 6 Rn. 
PROOF. Assume bun =pn-1 ; let ul = 1i Tm(mod Tmfl), Al E k* C RI*; 
lift this to iz E R,,*, and write a=lh, b =1-l un, 
a=(%,% **va,-l), 
b=(bo, bl, . . . . &-I), bo=Tm+Tm+l(...), 
fzb=$Fl=(O, 0, . . . . 0, 1). 
Note that (ab)c = a& = 0 E RI, and because bo=Tm+Tm+l(...), and 
RI = k[T]/TM, we obtain 
a0 = 0 mod TM-m. 
Thus the following induction hypothesis is satisfied for j= 0: assume 
O<j<n-2 
t&)=0 
mod Tl+m(pi+l+...+pm-s) 
a,30 
Because of the Witt multiplication 
(a * b)j+1 c a,+1 hp’+’ (modao&+...+q&), 
thus the induction hypothesis implies 
q+l 2 0 mod Tl+m(d+l+...+pn-s)-rn~+l. 
Thus by induction on j we have proved: 
Thus 
t&J=0 
mod T. 
an-2 s 0 I 
((f-Q , q-0, an-z, an-l). (bo, ...))n = 0 mod T, 
which contradicts ab =$P-1 = (0, . .., 0, l), and the lemma is proved. 
The assumption pn-1 E a + (T-S) leads to a contradiction, hence p 6 fl, 
and Lemma 5 proves the theorem. 
REMARK 6. In case CO has points of order p (i.e. the general case, 
and if Co has complex multiplications, the case of the singular j-invariant), 
the Serre-Tate theory of canonical lifts proves the theorem (e.g. cf. [4], 
page 178, Corollary 1.3). In case CO has no points of order p (the super- 
singular case), it might be that the theory of crystals (as in [4], page 151, 
Theorem 1.6) can be used to prove the theorem. 
REMARK 7. The conclusion of the theorem does not hold for abelian 
varieties of higher dimension, as can be seen as follows. Choose a field k 
of characteristic p ~0, and an abelian variety & over k such that & 
is absolutely simple and of CM-type over k, and such that 2%~ cannot 
be defined over a finite field (cf. [7], 3.3); let 010 be an element which 
generates over Q a field of complex multiplications of Bo. If (Bo, 0~0) 
would be liftable to characteristic zero, the lifted abelian variety B would 
be of CM-type in characteristic zero, hence defined over a finite extension 
of Q, and one easily arrives at a contradiction. 
REMARK 8. Two abelian varieties over a tlnite field k are k-isogenous 
if and only if their Frobenius endomorphisms relative to k have the same 
characteristic polynomial f (cf. [lo], Theorem 1.C). For elliptic curves 
this can be proved using the theorem above (cf. [9], page 294), but as 
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this proof is not available in the litterature we sketch it here. Let CO 
and Ds be elliptic curves over a finite field k, such that f c,, = f = fq,. Suppose 
first f is irreducible, let no, respectively 90, be the Frobenius of CO, res- 
pectively of D 0, relative to k. Lift (CO, no) and (DO, ~10) to a complete 
local characteristic zero integral domain R, with field of fractions L, a 
finite extension of C&,. Because f mod p factors, we can take a totally 
ramified extension L’ of L in which f factors. The two lifted curves have 
Q[T]/(f) as field of complex multiplications, hence they are isogenous, 
and by [S], page 117, Theorem (5.4) one concludes this isogeny to be 
defined over L’. Thus we conclude CO and DO to be k-isogenous. In case f 
is reducible, then f = (2 f pa)s, with Ikl =p2a, and both curves are super- 
singular. Choose a finite extension 1 of k such that [EQ : Q] = 4, where 
E=Endl(Co) =Endr(Da), and EQ=E 6~ Q (we know we can choose l=k, 
but we do not use. that). Suppose there exists an I-isogeny ,6 between CO 
and DO; this isogeny commutes with 7 pa, which is the Frobenius of 
both Cc and Do over k, thus we see /3 is a k-isogeny; in order to prove 
CO and DO are I-isogenous, choose cyc E E whose minimal polynomial is 
reducible mod p, and argue as before. 
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